rediTech
Innovative IT Solutions to Drive Your Business Success
Without a doubt, information technology is one of most critical
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ATSG and our rediTech services are here to ensure that your IT
investments are delivering the maximum business value. We do
that by partnering with you to define and execute the IT strategy
that your company needs to succeed.

rediTech Works With Your Plan

experience
Wide range of solutions and
services makes ATSG the trusted
partner for all your IT needs

About ATSG
ATSG is a global tech-enabled

We’ll start by working with your teams to determine requirements
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technology can be leveraged to transform and improve. We’ll then
help you navigate through all the options to determine what’s
best, whether that’s a new IT solution or the need to optimize or
upgrade what you now have.

managed services and solutions
company focused on innovative
solutions to enhance today’s digital
enterprise and end-user
experiences. ATSG provides
Intelligent IT through Technology
Solutions as a Service (TSaaS) to a
variety of customers; leveraging an
offerings portfolio of rediTech,
rediManage, and rediSecure, which

Finally, we'll use your strategy as the guiding principle that drives
the critical design and implementation phases to ensure that the
necessary results are achieved.

Experience the difference with rediTech
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A portfolio of leading products
A 25-year commitment to helping companies like yours
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rediTech Services
Our approach to helping companies leverage the power of IT sets us apart.

Consulting
Our experienced consulting team will conduct a needs assessment to gain a complete understanding of your
business and objectives. We’ll then leverage our deep technical expertise, portfolio of leading IT solutions and
customer success methodology to develop your options and make recommendations on what will deliver the best
results.

Architecture
Our design experts will transform your objectives into the solution architecture that will achieve them. We’ll guide
the process to get input from your teams, and produce an innovative design based on your desired business
process and what is needed to deliver the best customer and employee experience.

Procurement
We’ll help identify the most cost-effective path to acquiring the solution you need. We leverage the latest
manufacturer programs, analyze cloud vs. on-premise and other licensing options, and do whatever else is needed
so you can make an informed decision on your purchase.

Engineering
Following the deployment plan produced for your specific environment, our certified engineers will perform the
installation, configuration and integration steps to bring your solution to life. Our proven project management
process will anticipate obstacles and proactively address them to reduce risk and ensure an on-time launch.

Implementation
We’ll leverage the experience we have gained from thousands of successful implementations to help create the
best launch plan for your business. We’ll minimize disruption and focus on technology adoption so that you can
realize benefits quickly. We’ll then transition your solution to ATSG’s rediManage managed services or your
internal support team, and serve as your advisor for upgrades and optimization over its lifecycle to ensure that it
continues to fulfill your business needs.
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